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About the Conference
This year’s “Culture and Computer Science Conference” focuses on Best-Practice-Examples, challenges and future trends in media integration, cross media technologies, modelling, visualisations and interactions. The target audience for this conference is cultural policy developers, employees of cultural and creative industries, communication scientists, cultural and artistic actors as well as computer scientists and engineers, who conduct research and development within a cultural field.

The key presentation topics of this conference are:

• Cross Media technology
• Best practice Cross Media examples
• Interdependence between culture and computer science
• Influence of art and culture on future developments
• The media-compatible treatment and enhancement of information
• Intuitive usage of media systems
• Ethics in culture and computer science

Conference Venue
Bode-Museum
Am Kupfergraben
10117 Berlin, Germany
Gobelin Room

Contact
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+49 30 5019 3649
inka@htw-berlin.de
http://inka.htw-berlin.de/kui/15/